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											Here's where we shine
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											Flexibility
										

										
											Endlessly editable
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											Security & Compliance
										

										
											SOC2, GDPR, CCPA & more
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											Service & Support
										

										
											Prepare to be pleasantly surprised
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											BL.INK vs. the Rest
										

										
											Here’s how we stack up against the rest
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											BL.INK Core
										

										
											Feature-rich self-serve QR codes & short links
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											BL.INK Enterprise
										

										
											Unlimited options
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											Blaze by BL.INK
										

										
											Millions of links for large campaigns
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											Branded Links
										

										
											Shortened URL creation & management
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											QR Codes
										

										
											Combined with short links for total flexibility
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											Rules-Based Link Routing
										

										
											Customize experiences based on rules
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											E-Link
										

										
											Enable anyone to create short links
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											Power Pages
										

										
											Extend your brand with all landing pages in one place
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											GS1 Sunrise 2027
										

										
											2D barcodes with GS1 digital links
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											Broken Link Monitoring
										

										
											Always-on broken link alerts
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											SMS at Scale
										

										
											Short links for large SMS programs
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											Structured Data
										

										
											Standardized for analysis
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											Marketing ROI
										

										
											Structured attribution data
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											BL.INK Core
										

										
											Monthly pricing that starts with a free trial
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											BL.INK Enterprise
										

										
											Pricing requires a quote request
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											Blaze
										

										
											Pricing that scales by usage
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											Blog
										

										
											Learn more about short links & QR codes
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											For Developers
										

										
											API information
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											Customer Stories
										

										
											Learn how others use BL.INK
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											Knowledge Base
										

										
											Tons of articles, videos
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											Get Help
										

										
											Submit a ticket here
										

									

								
							

							
						

					

				

			

			
		


	





      

      

      
        


















	
	
		
		
			
			
				
				
				
					Link Management Built for Business




BL.INK's total flexibility, ease of use, and client focus makes us the preferred choice of global brands. BL.INK goes beyond the click to help you make meaningful connections. 






   
					
					   
					
				

				
			

			
			
		

		
	

	





























	
	
		
			
			
				Short links & QR codes are better with BL.INK

With BL.INK solutions, you can unify every engagement across teams, campaigns, and products. Our world-class link management platform integrates with other tools, supports multiple users and roles, and has unmatched security to meet the compliance needs of the most stringent, highly-regulated industries.

And it will make your life easier.
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									Create & change links in a blink

Link management goes beyond creating short links. With BL.INK, you can change the destination of your short links at any time without losing data or pausing your campaign. Very helpful when you have a QR code that lives beyond your current marketing team, or when you're running live ads. Change the link, not the ad.  

All BL.INK plans come with a URL builder so every link captures the right attribution data. 

BL.INK Enterprise enables you to capture unlimited data with every link, plus templates that ensure every link is structured the same. 
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									Go beyond Google Analytics to measure multiple metrics

Web analytics are great, but they only measure what they can see. Getting access to other key metrics can be a challenge. 

BL.INK shows you real-time data about your users, links, and campaigns, including geography down to the city. And BL.INK integrates with Adobe Analytics to drive data alignment.
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									BL.INK works with your existing tools

Our open API makes it a breeze to connect BL.INK directly with your own stack.

Use native integrations with enterprise platforms like Khoros and Sprinklr, or connect BLINK to thousands of tools, including Salesforce, SocialBee, and more, with Zapier and Zoho Flow.
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									BL.INK grows with you

BL.INK is built to scale with your business as your needs grow.

BL.INK supports multiple teams on the same platform, captures and structures campaign data, and can scale with you to create as many short links and QR codes you need, far into the future.

BL.INK scales to support your entire organization across hundreds of brands, global teams, endless campaigns.

When you're ready to tackle complex cross-channel campaign tracking, SMS campaigns with millions of links, or GS1 2D barcodes and packaging, we have the solution. 
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									Secure links, every time

Across the board, BL.INK is GDPR and CCPA compliant, with data security that ensures your links are secure as they deliver content to your audience and data to your analysts. 

We can meet internal compliance needs including automated provisioning in accordance with your internal policies.

We support some of the world's largest brands, are SOC2 Type 2 accredited, and can meet your requirements. 
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									Easy onboarding, intuitive platform

Our intuitive platform is simple, though it's packed with functionality. BL.INK offers advanced features our competitors can't touch, and they're all easy to use. 

The BLINK platform empowers you and your team to streamline, automate, standardize, and solve the most complex linking challenges.
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									Friendly support, always

At BL.INK, we're here to help. Service goes beyond help tickets and long support queues.

Visit our extensive knowledge base or reach out to our team. From the very beginning, delivering prompt, friendly, empathetic support was and remains part of our DNA. 

Nothing makes us happier than happy clients.
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How is link management different than shortened URLs?




Link management enables organizations to connect audiences with content, just like a short URL can, but BL.INK goes beyond this simple act by enabling teams to collaborate in one platform, easily stay compliant, and encourage creativity.



         

         
         
         
         
            
            
            
            Explore Link Management
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            Build trust with branded links

Every BL.INK link is customized to includes your brand. Increase conversions, build trust with your consumers, and give users the confidence to click when they get your short links or scan your QR codes.
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            How do I select the best QR code generator? 

BL.INK offers QR codes that are superior to standard QR code providers. All our QR codes come with a shortened link that links to the destination page, which can always be edited. This gives you total flexibility and ensures your QR codes always point to the right destination. 
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            Short URLs enable better reporting

BL.INK short link management includes URL builders in every plan, enabling everyone on your team to create perfectly-structured data for every link. Short links also enable you to change the destination URL without losing campaign data. 

         

         
         
         
         
            
            
            
            Explore Analytics
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            Is flexibility important in link management?

You must always be able to edit the data and destination link for every short link and QR code. Why? Because things change, links get deleted, promotions expire. Every single thing is editable with BL.INK.
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            Why should I use short links in messaging campaigns? 

1:1 messaging campaigns are at their best when every recipient gets their own, personalized and properly-attributed link. With BL.INK Enterprise, you can create dynamic SMS programs at scale, personalizing links and tracking every recipient's clicks in real time.

         

         
         
         
         
            
            
            
            Messaging Campaigns
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            BL.INK links shine in social media

BL.INK amplifies your social value by delivering greater control, increased flexibility, and safeguarding your data analytics. Customers rely on BL.INK to increase the impact of their social engagements.
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                  Trusted By Thousands

Our customers create hundreds of millions of links - and every one is important.  You will find BL.INK links on grocery shelves, mobile devices, table tops, ad platforms, mailers, social networks, and messaging platforms around the world. No matter your audience, BL.INK connects. Read more reviews here.
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           "Dynamic links generation is my favourite feature. You can easily create one link and depending on information collected from the user, time, device used, language... You can redirect him to a different location depending on your needs. Bl.ink also keep some parameters you could need in the url."
Read full review on G2
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                              Eric B.

International Business Development
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           
"We incorporated the BL.INK api's into an internal application. The documentation was thorough and spot on. The examples provided were useful and appicable to our implementation. We had a couple questions we submitted to Bl.INK support, and we received immediate, helpful responses." Read full review on G2
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                              Monica M.

Lead Software Engineer


Company size: Enterprise (> 1000 emp.)
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           "We are in a highly regulated industry, and finding a service that was able to meet or exceed our InfoSec security questions *as well as* provides easy-to-use features seemed like it was going to be a bit of a lost cause, but Bl.ink is a bit of a unicorn!" Read full review on G2
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                              Brian G.

Director, Production

Company size: Enterprise (> 1000 emp.)
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           BL.INK “..integrated into our Spredfast social efforts seamlessly, giving us branded links and enhanced tracking at a great value. They are also consistently reliable with high quality product and customer service. It is the solution we needed.”
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                              Scott Carrington

Digital Marketing, Patagonia
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           "BL.INK helps us to brand all our short URLs across different channels. It helps track content performance and engagement across different channels for different content types. Helps Track, Manage and Modify a wide range of links that could easily become a complex task for enterprise customers in no time." Read full review on G2
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                              Vijay S.

Digital Marketing Manager
Company size: Enterprise (> 1000 emp.)
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                               4 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           "We are able to track our web traffic that is directly attributed to social media campaigns. This was a gap for us in the past so this has been a huge help in proving our team’s impact. We also have integrated Blink into our Adobe Analytics so we can track even further data." Read full review on G2
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                              Gabby M.

Social Media Manager
Company size: Enterprise (> 1000 emp.)
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           "Using BL.INK, we can easily create branded website links, that over time, help build trust in the quality and value of the content we share. Advanced features like dynamic links and promo badges are useful. I especially appreciate that BL.INK is very client focused, and the team eagerly listens to our business needs and offers innovative solutions." Read full review on G2
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                              Joe C.

Director, Digital Content Strategy,  UnitedHealthcare Brand Marketing
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           “From the start, they’ve been nothing but helpful and accommodating. No problem was too big or small, with a constant friendly and warm response to all the queries we have had throughout implementation. Great service and a real contender to the other services out there.”
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Software Integration Analyst, Yorkshire Water
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           "Any company needs to manage the links in their domains. There are countless URL shortening tools today; however, not many tools have the required level of flexibility like the right tracking parameters, attribution, and campaign insights. Thanks to BL.INK, I can direct leads to the right place at the right time (by day, date, time, geography, device, and language). A must-have tool for any company looking to increase reach and engagement." Read full review on G2
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Marketing Manager
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                           "Blink is super helpful for any time I need a link shortened. It's also great it keeps a record of all my links & can set up tracking for campaigns, which makes it super easy to track many different campaigns at once!" Read full review on G2
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                              Rory B.

CyberSecuritiesUK
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                               5 out of 5 stars  
                           

                           
                        

                        
                        
                           “.. allows us to easily measure the conversions for links distributed via our social platforms.”
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                              Kenton Olson

Director of Digital & Emerging Media, Seattle Seahawks & Sounders FC
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                           BL.INK enables our team to..."include a link in promotional materials that we can change once the link is created. Additionally, when we have a problem with a hyperlink, we can change the redirect without having to re-distribute the link to clients, customers, or employees." Read full review on G2
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Marketing Manager
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                           “They’ve allowed our organization to better track and analyze engagement on social media. The team has been accessible, responsive and more than accommodating for special requests, feedback and support.”
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Social Media Manager, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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